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Introduction

A new hadron collider (LHC – Large Hadron Collider) is being built in the
CERN (Centre Europeen pour Recherche Nucleare). For this accelerator four
large experiments are prepared and one of them is the ATLAS (A Toroidal
LHC ApparatuS).

This diploma thesis considers mostly the issue of the ATLAS Inner De-
tector. The Inner Detector consists of highly precise silicon pixel and strip
detectors and continuous transition radiation detectors. Its main function
is to measure the momentum and vertex position of charged particles. The
strip detector part is usually called the SemiConductor Tracker (SCT).

Up to now production of all subsystems of ATLAS has been already
started. That’s why the interest of many physicists and other people involved
in the ATLAS collaboration turned away from designing and production of
the detectors to preparation for the future analysis of the data measured on
the ATLAS. Massive development is now concentrated on preparation of the
software tools for data manipulation and analysis called “offline software”.
This is a huge software project involving several tens of programmers and
many physicists and engineers who ensure including the “proper physics”
into the software.

The main goal of this thesis was to attach our workgroup to this activity,
find out the ways how to use the entire prepared system and how to con-
tribute to its development. Main focus was put on the preparation for the
Combined Testbeam (CTB) which takes place in the summer 2004. It will be
a demonstration of the functionality and correctness of the prepared software
and a good example how the whole ATLAS will be operated. Wide expe-
rience with properties of the silicon strip detector modules and especially
the end-cap ones, which Prague SCT team gained in the past, aimed our
work naturally to the preparation of the SCT part of the whole CTB setup.
There existed only a very poor description of the SCT end-cap modules, so
improving the geometric description of them was the first step in building
description of the whole SCT testbeam setup. The new description was val-
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idated using several methods. Further functionality of the data simulation
and analysis sequence for this subsystem was checked.

In this thesis a brief description of the whole ATLAS detector and its
SCT subsystem can be found (see chapter 1) as well as some simple analyses
of the momentum measurement ability of the ATLAS Inner Detector (see
chapter 2). The large part of text is covered by the description of the main
features of the ATLAS offline software and further tools used for its devel-
opment and usage placed in the chapter 3. This part is aimed at people who
start using this very complex system and hopefully should help them making
their first steps. The processes of implementation and validation of the SCT
end-cap modules geometric model are described at the end of this thesis.



Chapter 1

Detector ATLAS

1.1 Purpose of ATLAS detector

The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector system is designed
to exploit the full potential of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1]. This
collider is built at CERN (Centre Europeen pour Recherche Nucleare) – the
world’s largest international particle physics laboratory. The laboratory is
placed in Switzerland near Geneve but numerous facilities are built behind
the border, in France. The LHC is a proton-proton collider with a 14 TeV
center of mass energy and design luminosity about 1034 cm−2s−1. The beam
bunch-crossing interval is 25 ns and in the design luminosity we expect more
than 20 interactions in each crossing. Due to high luminosity and crossing
frequency LHC offers a large range of physics opportunities and accelerator
and detector building presents challenge for many physicists and engineers.

The major focus of the ATLAS detector is the mass origin at the elec-
troweak scale. The detector sensitivity is optimized for the widest possible
Higgs boson mass range. Existence of the Higgs boson, or whole family of
these particles could explain the spontaneous symmetry-breaking in the elec-
troweak sector when considering the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of
the Standard Model. Because these interactions are very improbable, the
ATLAS detector has to be sensitive to various processes involving the Higgs
boson.

Other important goals of the LHC and ATLAS are searches for new heavy
gauge bosons and evidence of compositeness of the quarks and the funda-
mental leptons as well as studies of the CP violation in B decays and precise
measurement of W and top-quark masses. In fact, at initial lower luminosity
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ATLAS detector construction 9

the LHC will be a beauty- and top-quark factory. Thus the LHC enables us
to study their properties at high accuracy.

A broad spectrum of detailed physics studies led to the basic design cri-
teria of the detector, including the following [2]:

• very good electromagnetic calorimetry for electron and photon identi-
fication and measurements

• stand-alone, high-precision muon momentum measurements

• efficient tracking at high luminosity for lepton-momentum measure-
ments, particle identification, τ lepton and heavy-flavour quark vertex-
ing

• full event reconstruction capability at lower luminosity for some B de-
cay final states

• large acceptance in pseudorapidity η (1)

• triggering and measurements of particles at low-pT thresholds

1.2 ATLAS detector construction

The overall detector layout is shown in figure 1.1. Total length of ATLAS
detector is about 44 m and height is 22 m. Its dimensions are comparable to
a five-floor building. Approximate weight of ATLAS detector is 7 thousand
tons.

The part nearest to the interaction is called the Inner Detector (see fig-
ure 1.2). It is located inside the superconducting central solenoid with the
magnetic field of 2 T. The Inner Detector measures momentum and track of
particle and determines interaction vertices and covers the range of pseudo-
rapidity |η| < 2.5. It combines high-resolution semiconductor pixel and strip
detectors in the inner part, and continuous transition radiation detectors.

The pixel detectors provide measurement as near as possible to the in-
teraction point. The pixel system consists of 2 barrel layers and 4 discs in

(1)Pseudorapidity η describes the azimuthal angle ϑ and it is defined by the formula

η = − ln tan
ϑ

2
.
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Figure 1.1: Detector ATLAS layout

Figure 1.2: Inner Detector layout
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the end-cap parts. There are 140 million detector elements, each 50 µm in
the Rφ direction and 300µm in z direction long. Around pixel detectors,
there are silicon strip detectors (Semiconductor tracker - SCT). The SCT
consists of 4 barrel layers and 9 end-cap discs. The furthest part of the Inner
detector is the transition radiation tracker (TRT) composed of straw tubes.
Electron identification capability of TRT is provided by the xenon gas inside
the straw tubes. It detects photons created in the radiator among the tubes.
The Inner Detector provides at least six very precise measurements per track
(2 from pixel detectors, 4 from SCT) and 36 less accurate points per track
from TRT. These measurements enable precise track reconstruction and mo-
mentum, impact parameter and vertex position measurement. Whole Inner
Detector has to be positioned very stable and operated in cold environment
(heat generated by electronics must be cooled effectively).

Around the Inner Detector there is liquid-argon electromagnetic sampling
calorimeter with very good capability of energy measurement and position
resolution. The same technology is also used for hadronic calorimeter in the
end-cap parts and special forward calorimeters which extend the pseudora-
pidity coverage. All liquid-argon calorimeters are placed in the cryostats to
ensure sufficiently low temperature. The barrel part of hadronic calorime-
ter is realized by a scintillator-tile calorimeter. Plastic scintillator plates are
placed in planes perpendicular to the beam axis and embedded in the iron
absorber. Due to this composition the hadronic calorimeter makes up more
than a half of the whole ATLAS detector weight. The outer radius of entire
calorimeter system is 4.23 m and total length is 6.7m. It has to be capable
to reconstruct the energy of electrons, protons and jets as well as to measure
missing ET .

The calorimeter system is surrounded by the muon spectrometer. The
spectrometer is also divided into one barrel and two end-cap parts like the
air-core toroid magnetic system providing a magnetic field of 4T for the muon
spectrometer. The muon detector system involves 3 layers of chambers in the
barrel part and 3 or 4 in the end-cap part. Over the most of pseudorapidity
coverage, a precise measurement of muon track is provided by the Monitored
Drift Tubes (MDTs). The Cathode Strip Chambers are used in the parts
with large pseudorapidity. The end-cap muon system also includes some
trigger chambers (the Resistive Plate Chambers - RPCs and the Thin Gap
Chambers - TGCs) with very short response time. The muon spectrometer
defines the total dimension of the ATLAS detector. The intensive magnetic
field and large dimensions of the muon system enable measurement of muon
charge and momentum much more precisely than it is possible in the Inner
Detector.
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Outer ModuleShort Middle ModuleInner Module

End-cap Middle Module
in the Transport Box

Barrel Module

SCT End-cap
Modules

Middle Module

Glass

Figure 1.3: Types of SCT modules

The ATLAS trigger and data acquisition (DAQ) is based on three levels
of online event selection. Each trigger level refines the decisions made at
the previous level and applies additional selection criteria. Trigger reduces
the initial bunch-crossing rate of 40 MHz to the frequency about ∼100Hz
for permanent storage. Criteria selection depends on the physical process we
search for. Such massive reduction is necessary because of the large amount
of data collected from whole ATLAS (in total about 10-100MB/event). It is
impossible to store every event.

1.3 SCT module

SCT is a part of the Inner Detector and consists of one barrel and two end-
cap parts. Entire tracker is composed of individual modules. Five different
types of SCT modules are produced (see fig. 1.3). Barrel modules cover four
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Figure 1.4: SCT modules’ layout

Cooling point,
position slot

Power supply
connector

Chips
(ABCD3T)
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(transport handles)

Bonds - wires
connecting strips

Glass fan-in
(electrical connection between

sensors and hybrid, heat shielding)
Position slot,
passive detector cooling

Hybrid

Figure 1.5: Components of SCT end-cap module

layers in the central part of the SCT. The nine discs (on both sides) of end-
cap parts will be built from the remaining types of modules. They differ in
the number of sensors and their geometry. The positions of modules in the
whole SCT are displayed on figure 1.4 and detailed information about all
parts of SCT is summarized in tables 1.1 and 1.2.

Each module has two or four single-sided p-in-n silicon strip sensors.
The typical sensor has surface dimension of about 6× 6 cm2 and thickness of
285µm. On four-sensor modules two sensors on each side are connected to
build up effective 12 cm long strip. Every module has two parallel detector
planes. Detectors are glued back-to-back to spine (= mechanical basement of
module) with stereo angle of 40mrad. This arrangement provides determin-
ing 2D track position by combination of responses from both sides of module.
Module components and their layout are displayed on the figure 1.5.
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Barrel radius Module Area
[mm] number [ m2]
300,0 12 x 32 2 x 3.13
373,0 12 x 40 2 x 3.91
447,0 12 x 48 2 x 4.70
520,0 12 x 56 2 x 5.48

Barrel length: 1493.4 mm
Strip pitch: 80.0µm
Module number: 2112
Total area: 34.4 m2

Channel number: 3 244 032
Total wattage: ∼ 13 kW

Table 1.1: Barrel SCT

Distance from Radius Module
ATLAS center inner/outer number

[mm] [mm] (I/M/O)
835.0 259 / 560 40 / 40 / 52
925.0 336 / 560 - / 40 / 52
1072.0 259 / 560 40 / 40 / 52
1260.0 259 / 560 40 / 40 / 52
1460.0 259 / 560 40 / 40 / 52
1695.0 259 / 560 40 / 40 / 52
2135.0 336 / 560 - / 40 / 52
2528.0 401 / 560 - / 40 / 52
2788.0 440 / 560 - / - / 52

Strip pitch (min/max) [µm]
Inner: 54.53/69.43
Middle: 70.48/94.74
Outer: 70.92/90.34

Module number: 1976
Total area: 26.7m2

Channel number: 3 035 136
Total wattage: ∼ 12 kW

Table 1.2: End-cap SCT

There are 768 active aluminium strips and two additional not-connected
strips on edges of each sensor which means that all modules have together
1536 readout channels. The strips on barrel modules are parallel with beam
and their pitch is 80 µm constantly. Combining the 2 points from both de-
tector planes gives the resolution of 16 µm in the Rφ-direction and 580µm in
the z-direction. On end-cap modules the sensors are wedge shaped and strips
are radial. The strip pitch varies from 54 µm to 95µm. Detector planes of
end-cap modules are perpendicular to the beam and thus the measurement
is less precise in the R-direction.

Readout is provided by 12 specially designed chips. Chips and other nec-
essary electronics are mounted onto a polyimide desk called hybrid. Another
hybrid’s main function is to provide efficient cooling of all chips. Cooling
liquid flows around the cooling point placed on hybrid. Between hybrid and
sensors there is a glass fan-in that provides electrical connection of strips and
chips and prevents warming of sensors by chips.

To reduce the amount of transmitted and stored data, the SCT uses
binary readout. The signal is compared to the given threshold and only
result of this comparison (0 or 1) is sent further. Responses from all strips
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are stored into chips’ pipelines every 25 ns (LHC bunch-crossing rate) and
are kept there for 3.2µs - the duration of the level 1 trigger decision. If the
data are to be read out (at a rate of about 100 kHz), they are compressed
and transmitted using optical fibres. The SCT data are submitted to level 2
trigger and to the DAQ system.

Important feature of the SCT electronics is the calibration circuit allowing
to associate threshold on discriminator to an appropriate charge at the input
of the preamplifier. Thresholds can be tuned individually for every channel
to obtain the sufficient uniformity of the calibration process. (This process is
called trimming.) In addition to this special timing pattern recognition can
be applied to suppress noise hits.

The chip and hybrid construction is designed to allow bypassing of non-
functional chips. Another optical fibre called redundant is mounted on the
hybrid in order to prevent loss of whole module signal due to malfunction of
optical connection.

Brief information and tables are taken from [3]. Details can be found in
the Inner Detector Technical Design Reports [4], [5].



Chapter 2

Momentum measurement in
the ATLAS Inner Detector

Specifications for the ATLAS Inner Detector (ID) performance have come
from the physics processes which will be investigated there. Different physics
processes will be studied during the two different operation periods – initial
low luminosity runs (first three years with the luminosity of 1033 cm−2s−1)
and high luminosity period (further 7 years with luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1).
No reconfiguration of the detector is planned before switching to the higher
luminosity, so the detector specifications have to be sufficient for the whole
lifetime of the ATLAS detector.

Several studies were performed to find out the optimal setting of the ID
[6]. The ID tracking coverage of the pseudorapidity range of |η| < 2.5 is a
sensible compromise between effort to measure particles with low pT (which
are very important for physics analyses) and difficulty of high precision mea-
surement in such high-radiation region. To enable momentum measurements,
the entire ID will be placed in a solenoid magnetic field. A higher magnetic
field enables better momentum measurement at a given spatial resolution,
but on the other hand it implies higher coil material usage and rising total
cost. The field of 2 T was chosen.

The cost of the entire ID rises very rapidly with size. That’s why the over-
all experiment dimensions should be as small as possible. Furthermore the
outer radius of the ID has to be settled within the calorimeter design and the
inner radius is derived from the beam pipe size. A coil of a superconductive
solenoid will be placed inside the cryostat of the liquid argon electromagnetic
calorimeter. The inner cryostat wall has a radius of 115 cm and the coil is at
radius of 123 cm followed by the preshower and electromagnetic calorimeter.

16
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Area Resolution Channels
Part Component [m2] σ [µm] σ [µm] [106]
Pixel 1 barrel (removable) 0.2 Rφ =12 z = 66 16
detectors 2 barrels 1.4 Rφ =12 z = 66 81

4 discs (on both sides) 0,7 Rφ =12 R = 77 43
SCT = Strip 4 barrels 34.4 Rφ =16 z = 580 3.2
detectors 9 discs (on both sides) 26.7 Rφ =16 R = 580 3.0
TRT barrel part 170 (per straw) 0.1

end-cap parts 170 (per straw) 0.32

Table 2.1: Parameters of the Inner Detector subsystems

The length of the cavity (6.8m) is determined by the required |η|-range.

The ID consists of less precise continuous and highly precise discrete de-
tector layers. A very important parameter of the tracker is the number of
points measured along an individual track. The pure minimum for the mo-
mentum measurement is three points per track which enables to determine
the track curvature. Because no layer can achieve 100% efficiency, the prac-
tical minimum is four planes. A specification of the ID requires 5 or more
precision tracking points over the full pseudorapidity range [1]. The number
of continuous tracking points was set to 36 points. Small decrease (up to
25 points) is acceptable in the transient region between barrel and end-cup
and for the high-η region [4]. Spatial resolution and other parameters of
individual ID’s components are listed in the table 2.1.

2.1 Momentum resolution

The expected momentum resolution of ATLAS ID has been determined by
quite complicated simulation of the ATLAS ID performance and is published
in the official ATLAS documentation [4], [5]. But the raw estimation of the
momentum resolution can be done using quite simple ideas.

Individual track is usually described by five parameters - transversal mo-
mentum pT , minimal distance between track and beam line called impact
parameter d0, longitudinal impact parameter z0, polar angle θ and azimuthal
angle φ.

The homogenous solenoid magnetic field B bends the particle track. The
track radius ρ in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field is proportional
to the transversal momentum pT and the charge q of the particle

pT = qBρ. (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Geometric layout of the tracker with solenoidal magnetic field

In this physics branch the so-called “practical” units are used mostly. In
following formulas it is assumed that value of a particle charge is equal to
the charge of an electron, momentum is evaluated in GeV/c, magnetic field
in teslas and distances in meters. Under these assumptions the previous
formula is changed to

pT = 0.3Bρ. (2.2)

Schematic drawing of the geometric situation is shown on the figure 2.1. The
relation between the track radius ρ and the sagitta s is

s = ρ (1− cos(α/2)) ≈ ρ
α2

8
(2.3)

and from these equations using the substitution of L/2ρ = sin(α/2) and the
small angle approximation the final formula

s =
0.3L2B

8pT

. (2.4)

is obtained. The equation 2.4 implies that the relative resolution of the
transversal momentum pT is the same as the relative resolution of the sagitta s

σ(pT )

pT

∣∣∣∣∣
SR

=
σ(s)

s
. (2.5)

and the relative resolution of sagitta depends only on the precision of the
individual point measurement.

Three equidistant points on the track determine the sagitta by the for-
mula:

s = x2 − x1 + x2

2
(2.6)
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where x1 (resp. x2 or x3) represents coordinate value of corresponding point
in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and the momentum di-
rection. If the spatial resolution σ(x) of all these points is the same, the
transversal momentum resolution given by the spatial resolution is [7]:

σ(pT )

pT

∣∣∣∣∣
SR

=
8
√

3/2 pT

0.3BL2
σ(x) (2.7)

In case of N equidistant measurements with the same spatial resolution the
momentum resolution is given by formula:

σ(pT )

pT

∣∣∣∣∣
SR

=
pT

0.3BL2

√√√√ 720(N − 1)3

N(N − 2)(N + 1))(N + 2)
σ(x). (2.8)

Derivation of this formulas as well as generalization to non-equidistant points
and points measured with various spatial resolutions can be found in [8]. The
transversal momentum precision can be improved even by the factor 0.6 if the
measuring layers are properly distributed along the track [8]. In a geometric
configuration shown on the figure 2.1, which corresponds to layout of the
ATLAS ID, the σ(x) is equal to the resolution in the Rφ direction (further
labelled as σRφ). The spatial contribution to the transversal momentum
resolution is proportional to the transversal momentum.

The other source of the uncertainty in the momentum measurement is the
multiple scattering. The relative error of pT given by the multiple scattering
is [7]

σ(pT )

pT

∣∣∣∣∣
MS

= 0.05

√
X

BL
(2.9)

where the X is the fraction of the radiation length(1) of the material the
particle has to pass through. This contribution is independent of the mo-
mentum.

The total momentum p of the particle is determined as

p =
pT

sin(θ)
. (2.10)

(1)The radiation length X0 is a scaling variable for the probability of occurrence of
bremsstrahlung, pair production, and for the variance of the angle of multiple scattering
and is given by approximated formula [9]

X0 =
716.4 A

Z(Z + 1)ln(287/
√

Z)
(g cm−2)

where A and Z are the average atomic mass and proton number.
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Figure 2.2: The relative momentum resolution and its individual contribu-
tions for track with polar angle θ = 45◦

The uncertainty of the angle θ has to be involved as well. It depends on the
number of measured points N and the precision σz of the measurement in
the z-direction [7]:

σ(θ) =
σz

L

√√√√12(N − 1)

N(N + 1)
. (2.11)

Mostly the trackers measure the Rφ-coordinate independently on the z-
coordinate. In these cases pT and θ resolutions are independent and the
resolution of the total momentum is a quadratic sum of all three contributions
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+ (σ(θ) cotg(θ))2 . (2.12)

The influence of the individual contributions to the total resolution is shown
on figure 2.2. At very low momenta, the momentum resolution is limited
mainly by multiple scattering in the tracker material, and for electrons the
bremsstrahlung has to be counted besides the multiple scattering as well.
At high momenta, the limitation of resolution comes mainly from the preci-
sion of the track points measurement proportional to the pT . The angular
contribution is usually very small.
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Figure 2.3: The ID momentum resolution versus η for tracks with pT =
500GeV [1]

The ATLAS ID performance

Now we can put the geometrical parameters of the ID to deduced for-
mulas and compare the results with the expectations of physicists. Basic
specification of track parameters for ID performance are [4]:

• momentum resolution σ(pT )/pT < 0.3 at pT = 500 GeV for |η| < 2
relaxed to σ(pT )/pT < 0.5 for |η| < 2.5

• no explicit specification for impact parameter resolution, it should be
as good as possible

• σ(θ) ≤ 2mrad

• σ(z0) ≤ 1mm for primary vertices with at least 4 charged tracks

Evaluating the formula 2.8 using average parameters of the barrel part of
the silicon tracker, i.e the Pixel and SCT subsystems together (L = 0.5 m,
N = 6, σRφ = 14 µm) sets the momentum resolution of about 0.38 for pT =
500GeV. So the given specification can be matched by using the improve-
ment of the non-equidistant point placement mentioned before. The TRT
parameters (L = 0.5 m, N = 36, σRφ = 170 µm) give the momentum reso-
lution of 2.4. It means that the TRT alone has no capability of momentum
measurement in very high pT region.

The contribution of the multiple scattering to the momentum resolution
is not higher than about 3% (the ID material budget does not exceed the
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0.5 fraction of the radiation length over the entire |η|-coverage – see section
2.2). So the multiple scattering part of the equation 2.12 can be neglected
for high-pT tracks.

The value of the polar angle θ resolution is 1.4 mrad for the silicon tracker
(the worst value of σz = 580 µm was used for all points). It matches specifi-
cation very well. The angular contribution to the total momentum resolution
rises with η. But even for the maximum pseudorapidity (|η| = 2.5 ⇒ |θ| =
9◦) it would be still lower that 1%. On the other hand parameters of the
tracker change with the θ. Resolution in the z-direction is dictated mainly
by the requirements of the tracking efficiency and pattern recognition ability,
not momentum resolution.

The figure 2.3 shows the simulated ID momentum resolution for muon
of pt = 500 GeV [1]. As verified above, the sagitta measurement is provided
by the innermost precise layers and the other precise layers are used mostly
for vertex searching and track-angle measurement. The continuous part of
the ID improves the track finding and triggering ability by more measured
points and more available radial space [1].

Misalignments

Some of the requirements set on the Inner Detector performance by the
physicists were summarized in the previous text. They define the layout
of the entire ATLAS Inner Detector. It is impossible to set all component
totally accurate according to these requests. Misalignment causes lowering of
the track parameters resolution. The misalignment errors should not increase
the error of any of five track parameters by more than 20% relative to its
value with perfect alignment. With respect to this condition, misalignment
contribution was studied very precisely [10] and the maximum alignment
errors for each component in each of the three directions have been derived.
The results of this analysis for the silicon tracker modules are displayed in
the table 2.2. Because resolution of each track parameter depends on the
measuring precision in several coordinates, the values in the table represents
acceptable compromise with respect to possible placement accuracy. The
TRT straws can be aligned using the precision tracker to a precision better
than 30µm. That’s why misalignments give a negligible contribution to the
individual straw resolution.
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Module R error (µm) Z error (µm) Rφ error (µm)
B pixel barrels 10 20 7
Pixel barrels 20 20 7
Pixel end-cap wheels 20 100 7
SCT barrels 100 50 12
SCT end-cap wheels 50 200 12

Table 2.2: Silicon tracker module misalignments which cause a degradation
of no more than 20% in the resolution of the track parameters compared to
the perfectly aligned detector [10].

2.2 Influence of material

The dimensions of the Inner Detector and the very high interaction fre-
quency of the LHC make impossible to place the electronics and other sup-
porting equipment (such as mechanical basements, cooling pipes, power and
data cables, etc.) outside of the active tracking volume. If the data cables
were that long, the signal transfer would consume unacceptably much time
and the signal would be reduced and deformed as well. The required mea-
surement of high momentum track requires a very big alignment precision
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in the ID. So the support structure has to be mechanically very stable (at
the level of a few tens of microns over distances of meter) and it requires a
very rigid structure. All these reasons lead to using a significant amount of
material in the the tracking volume.

The effect of the material can be seen in various performance studies. The
material in the tracker contributes to background noise by creating photon
conversions. But it is hoped that most of electrons from photon conversions
will be rejected due to the absence of corresponding hits in the first detector
layers. That’s why the innermost tracker layers have to have a high efficiency
and it leads to a specification on the amount of material as a function of
radius.

The material also affects electrons. It provokes bremsstrahlung which
influences both the track momentum resolution in the tracker and the energy
measurement in the calorimeter. Further it lowers the capability to identify
electrons. Material also causes the multiple scattering of the charged particles
that affects the momentum and the impact parameter measurement as well.

To reduce the influence of the bremsstrahlung and the multiple scattering
the low-Z materials are used. It means that the ratio of interaction (or
absorbtion) length to radiation length is relatively high and therefore the
probability of primary hadrons interactions is not negligible, especially at
low momentum.

If a high amount of tracker material is concentrated in a small area, a
region of low photon/electron reconstruction efficiency will appear and the
electromagnetic calorimeter resolution will be degraded.

There is no optimum for these material specifications. However less mate-
rial would clearly be welcome in many areas, if this can be achieved without
compromising the detector properties in other ways. More exotic materials
such as carbon-carbon composites are used and detectors are carefully de-
signed to obtain the best ID performance. The most critical region for the
material distribution is the inner radius, where photon conversions are most
difficult to recognize and where the impact of bremsstrahlung is most severe.

The cumulative distribution of the material in the ID is shown on the
figure 2.4 [4]. The amount of the material is expressed by the corresponding
radiation length fraction. These graphs have changed during the ATLAS
development to reflect the increasing exactness of detector description which
has been implemented in the simulation.



Chapter 3

ATLAS offline software

Computing is a major aspect of the ATLAS experiment. The physical
discoveries and results depend on an efficient triggering system, data acquisi-
tion and storing and effective analysis tools. Offline computing traditionally
covers all processing from storing raw data up to the final analysis, as well
as Monte Carlo generation, detector simulation, and displaying events. In
the LHC environment the offline and online software will be more connected
together as it has been usual, because some traditional offline algorithms will
be applied in real time mode for event selection (the level 3 of the trigger)
and also first reconstruction steps will be done online.

The hardware requirements of the offline computing system are evolved
from the high amount of data produced (∼ 106 GB/year). All these data
have to be stored. An efficient access to them has to be provided to all
physicists making analyses.

Equally important is the offline software system. Performing physical
analysis has to be easy. Physicists want to start without too much time
spent by learning the system. It is required to have a common user interface
for various software tools.

The ATLAS computing project will last for more than 20 years (from
making the first design to completing the analyses). During this time, the
detector hardware modifications as well as the computing hardware and soft-
ware changes are expected. That’s why the definition of the software has to
be at the highest possible level of abstraction.

This chapter represents a brief overview of the ATLAS offline software and
the Athena framework mainly. It could serve as a first guide for newcomers to
enable easier and quicker familiarization with the whole system. The entire
system is very complicated and due to massive development it is unsteady yet
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and also not very well documented. Main features of the system are described
in this text. Advanced features, examples of using and “HowTo” tutorials
can be found in referenced materials. Only the very first steps (including
installation and job running) are placed here.

Description of the whole ATLAS offline software system is placed in two
basic documents - the ATLAS Software Developer Guide [11] and the Athena
Developer Guide [12]. The ATLAS software workgroup organizes very useful
tutorial courses. Some of them are also accessible through the Web Lecture
Archive [13] (e.g. Starting with Athena [14] or CMT tutorial [15]). The best
starting point to find any information would be the Offline Software Web-
site [16] where all these pages are linked and materials concerning current
status and future development are placed. The more specialized documen-
tation is cited below and it doesn’t belong to the ground knowledge basis.
All documents are periodically updated to reflect the current status of the
software and the changes in the main ideas. This set of documents was used
for preparation of this chapter.

3.1 Athena

Athena is a control framework that represents a concrete implementation
of an underlying architecture. Athena is based on the Gaudi, an architecture
originally developed for the LCHb experiment. This architecture has been
extended in collaboration with ATLAS, and an experiment-independent im-
plementation, also called Gaudi, has been created. What we call Athena is
the sum of this kernel framework, together with ATLAS-specific enhance-
ments.

The physicists’ basic requirement is to have a set of programs for per-
forming event simulation, reconstruction and visualization and a set of tools
for writing analyzing programs. The system has to be very flexible and easy
to use. These are the reasons why a framework architecture was chosen for
the ATLAS offline software.

The architecture consists of the specification of components and their
interactions with each other. A component (a block of software) has a well
specified interface and functionality. The main components of the Athena
software architecture can be seen in the object diagram on the figure 3.1
[14]. This object diagram represents a hypothetical snapshot of the system
state, showing the component instances and their relationships. It does not
illustrate the structure of the software.
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Figure 3.1: Athena Architecture Object Diagram [14]

In an architecture like this, user describes his own components and their
interactions with other Athena objects. It is supposed that a few specific
components will be prepared and mostly the physicists will only modify them.
It means that they would take a standard component and extend it with
their own functionality while keeping the same interface. The framework
also includes the Event Data Model and Event Generator. It is obvious that
the Athena is a skeleton into which developers insert their code and which
provides most of the common functionality. Physicists are expected to add or
modify components somewhere into a “middle layer” of this structure. While
programming their own component they can use many useful background
classes (physical units manipulation, object represented geometry entities
like vectors, and many others) and they also needn’t take care about superior
things (e.g. loop over events) and simply use prepared services doing this.

In previous paragraph some of the basics features of the framework were
mentioned. It turns out that an object-oriented programming language is
suitable for this job very well. The Athena code is based mostly on the C++
language and uses all of its object oriented features.

The Athena framework distinguishes between data objects and algorithm
objects very strictly. A quantity-like entities (hits, points, tracks) should be
implemented by deriving their class from the DataObject base class. On
the other hand anything like a procedure should be designed as a child class
of the Algorithm base class. Deriving user-defined objects from standard
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ones (using class inheritance) provides the same interface of all objects of
one kind. In a structure like this there can be common services prepared in
advance by experts independently on concrete implementations of individual
algorithms. Some examples of these services can be found on figure 3.1.

The four main services that algorithm objects use are: the Event Data
Service (provides storing and retrieving all event related data, lifetime of
these data objects is one simple event only), the Detector Data Service (stores
information about detector, such as its geometrical and environment param-
eters), the Histogram Service (histograms made by this service have lifetime
longer than a simple event, histograms typically collect some parameters
through all events, very similar is the Ntuple Service) and the Message Ser-
vice (provides reporting about progress and other communication with the
world outside). The interface of the Algorithms (inherited from Algorithm

class) provides connection to common services. Other registered services are
accessible once their header file is included in the algorithm. The algorithm
may use its own internal objects. These private objects do not have to in-
herit from any particular base class as long as they are only used internally.
Three methods (initialize(), execute(), finalize()) in addition to the construc-
tor and destructor have to be implemented in each algorithm. They belong
to a “standard interface” of the algorithm.

The principal functionality of an algorithm is to take input data, ma-
nipulate it and produce new output data. All data objects are kept in the
common StoreGate. All algorithms are able to save or retrieve any data ob-
ject from there via the Store Gate Service. The Store Gate and the principles
of data flow are described in more detail in section 3.5.1.

The algorithm is required to be configurable. It means that certain pa-
rameters can be initialized when the algorithm is called. These parameters
are specified via the jobOptions mechanism by the JobOptions Service.

The Athena starts by creating an instance of the Application Manager
component. The Application Manager initializes a minimal set of basic and
essential services and then gives the control to specialized service called the
Event Loop Manager. The Event Loop Manager firstly initializes all top algo-
rithms (specified via the JobOption Service), executes them in the physical-
event loop, and finalizes them at the end. This is done by invoking the special
method mentioned above. The top algorithms are executed unconditionally
in the order they have been declared. The top algorithms invoke execution of
another components according to the hierarchical structure of the software.
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3.2 CMT - the Configuration Management

Tool

Whole ATLAS offline code is divided into separate parts called packages
and stored in the official CVS (Concurrent Versions System) repository [17].
It enables efficient sharing of source code among the members of a distributed
development team. Entire code can be browsed online and every user can
download (”check out”) the code from the repository. Some packages may be
related to other ones. This dependency means that a package requires some
information from other packages (e.g. the location of include files) or can
cooperate only with a specified version of another package. The dependency
among packages expresses a certain direction of data flow as well as the order
which the build process has to keep.

A Configuration Management Tool (CMT) is used to manage, build (com-
pile and link) and run ATLAS software [11]. The CMT is an academic project
supported by the LAL (Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur Linéaire) in Paris [18].
It provides support to the software developments. This project is open-
source-like and is opened to any contribution. Although it is currently used
mainly by large physics experiments, the CMT stays strictly experiment neu-
tral. The CMT is based on certain conventions (for naming packages, files,
directories and for addressing them) and consists of several shell-based utili-
ties. The information needed to build or run a package is grouped in a single
requirements file. The CMT sets automatically the configuration parameters
required to operate the packages according to the description.

Package directory structure follows the logical and hierarchical organiza-
tion of the software. Example of the typical Athena directory structure is
shown on the figure 3.2 [11].

The package directory includes a version subdirectory. The name of this
subdirectory is the same as a CVS tag given to this package and indicates
the development version of it. Inside this version subdirectory the contents
of the package can be found. Each package (including container packages
without their own code) has to have a requirements file in a cmt directory.
The package B is shown as a typical package with C++ classes. Content of
all subdirectories is described on the picture and is obvious from their names.
Directory called i686-rh73-gcc32-opt contains files created during compi-
lation. The name of this directory corresponds to the CMT environment
setting and depends also on the platform, compiler and the type of build. So
the binary files for the different types of builds are kept separately.
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Figure 3.2: Typical structure of a container package A with two subpackages
B and C

3.3 First steps with Athena

In this section you can find some “HowTo” examples. They are supposed
to make beginner’s first steps easier. More explanation, examples and ad-
vanced features of the software can be found in referenced materials. All
example commands are adapted to the CERN lxplus setting.

In the following paragraphs, the commands and examples of software
outputs are typeset in the true type font. Commands are also labelled
at the beginning of line by the ’>’ character and some lines are marked by
[number]. Remarks to these lines are placed below the code section.

3.3.1 The CMT configuration

As the first step before working with the ATLAS software it is necessary
to prepare home development area directory and to set the CMT environment
variables inside a login requirements file. From this file the CMT login script
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is generated. It is possible to have more than one development area where
packages from CVS can be checked out, modified and the software can be
built for various releases (for details see [11]).

Create the login scripts:

> mkdir ~/mydevarea/
[1] > cd ~/mydevarea/
[2] > source /afs/cern.ch/sw/contrib/CMT/v1r14p20031120/mgr/setup.[c]sh
[3] > vi requirements
[4] > cmt config

------------------------------------------
Configuring environment for standalone package.
CMT version v1r14p20031120.
System is i386_linux24
------------------------------------------
Creating setup scripts.
Creating cleanup scripts.

1. Preparation of a new development area directory (this one will be used in all ex-
amples in this chapter).

2. Setup of the current version of CMT. All CMT scripts exist in two versions for the
two shell families. Scripts labelled by the suffix .sh are for sh, bash or zsh shells
and the .csh scripts are for csh and tcsh shells.

3. Preparation of the requirements file, an example of its contents can be found below.
Of course another text editor can be used instead of the Vi.

4. Generation of the login setup scripts according to the requirements file.

At the beginning of each new session, a CMT setup script has to be run at
first:

> source ~/athena/setup.[c]sh

or to change the compilation mode (default mode is debug) to optimized:
> source ~/athena/setup.[c]sh -tag=opt

Example of the requirements file

set CMTSITE CERN
macro ATLAS_DIST_AREA "/afs/cern.ch/atlas/software/dist"
macro ATLAS_RELEASE "8.0.0"
use AtlasSettings v* $(ATLAS_DIST_AREA)
path_remove CMTPATH "$PWD"
path_prepend CMTPATH "$PWD"
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The proper site (place where you are working) and the required ATLAS
software release are set on the first three lines (their meaning is obvious).
Then the ATLAS setting package is called. This package sets up many envi-
ronment parameters including paths to chosen release and libraries (see [11])
and its usage is mandatory. Last two lines set the current directory as a
development area, i. e. put the path into a list of package areas.

Syntax of the login requirements file is the same as the requirements file
of an individual package. It is used only to set environment parameters, and
not to compile code or build libraries.

3.3.2 Installation and running jobs

The first goal is to run the Athena in a chosen release without any mod-
ification of its code. However, changes of jobOptions files are possible.

The current state of the software requires to copy several data files to
the working directory (jobOptions and data files, scripts, etc...). There is an
empty (without code) package called TestRelease which is typically checked
out along with other packages and provides connection to the chosen release
and its prebuilt components. In the TestRelease package, the cmt broadcast
commands are commonly used there and there is a run directory where the
Athena runs (also in a case when packages under development are used). The
TestRelease package is available from the standard CVS repository, and can
be checked out as follows:

[1] > cd ~/mydevarea/
[2] > source setup.[c]sh
[3] > cmt co TestRelease

# ================= working on package TestRelease version
TestRelease-00-00-17
(At head) path
# get top files
# get branches cmt doc

# Doing cleanup in the installation area /afs/cern.ch/user
/b/broklova/mydevarea

[4] Creating setup scripts.
Creating cleanup scripts.

1. It is necessary to be in the development area for proper checking out.
2. Setting up the CMT if it was not done before.
3. Checking out the TestRelease package.
4. The cmt config command is automatically applied after the checking out and

generates the package setup scripts.
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The next steps perform copying the wanted files to the local directory
(standard make target is used):

[1] > cd TestRelease/TestRelease-*/cmt
[2] > source setup.[c]sh

> gmake
------> (Makefile.header) Rebuilding constituents.make
------> (constituents.make) Rebuilding setup.make i686-rh73-gcc32
-dbg.make i686-rh73-gcc32-dbg
...
reports about copying

...
all ok.

1. All configuration or build actions are always performed in the cmt directory
2. Setting all environment variables required to work with this package

Now it is possible to run chosen jobOptions file in the Athena frame-
work. The jobOptions files can be built up by hand or can be found in the
share directories of main packages. An example how to run the Athena with
HelloWordOptions.txt jobOptions file follows:

> cd ../run
> cp /afs/cern.ch/atlas/software/dist/8.0.0/Control/AthenaExamples/

AthExHelloWorld/AthExHelloWorld-00-01-11/share/HelloWorldOptions.txt .
> athena HelloWorldOptions.txt

Note: The source setup.[c]sh command in the cmt directory has to be
run at the beginning of each new session.

Using the jobOptions mechanism is now a little bit obsolete and the
Python(1) scripting support is available. Along the jobOptions files the
Python scripts are prepared. The Athena releases later than 8.2.0 accept
only the Python scripts. The difference in usage of jobOptions files and
Python scripts is only in the file syntax.

3.3.3 Releases and tagging a package

During the Athena installation, a proper release has to be chosen (by
setting the ATLAS_RELEASE macro). The new release is built approximately
per two weeks and the second number in the release mark is increased. After

(1)Python is an interpreted programming language.
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some new features are added the main release is brought out. The first
number is increased and the second is set to zero. The third number is for
bug fixing of the main release.

Except of these standard releases, the developer releases, called nightlies,
are built up each night from the last versions (of all packages) committed into
the CVS and are kept for one week. It’s very useful mainly for the Athena
developers because they needn’t install all changed packages locally. The
disadvantage of nightlies is their instability and frequent bug appearance.

If you want to work with an individual package you need to find out the
version tag you want to work with and its container package(s) if it is a sub-
package. You can simply look at a release directory, use taginfo command
or use the Tag Collector. The Tag Collector is a web tool for collecting infor-
mation about packages’ version for building individual release. For release
code browsing, the web interface can be used. Changes in a individual pack-
age have to be followed by adjustments in all packages depending on it. So
the release has to be compounded from a cooperating version of all packages.

3.3.4 Checking out and modifying a package

As written in previous section, the package name, the name of its con-
tainer(s) and the package tag associated with a given release is needed for
package identification.

[1] > cd ~/mydevarea/
[2] > cmt co [container(s)_name]/[package_name]
or

[3] > cmt co -r [package_tag] [container(s)_name]/[package_name]
[4] > cd [local_path_to_package]/[package_name]/[package_tag]/cmt
[5] > gmake

Examples of checking out commands:
> cmt co InnerDetector/InDetTestBeam/InDetTestBeamDetDescr/

SCT_TestBeamDetDescr
> cmt co InnerDetector/InDetSimEvent
> cmt co -r InDetSimEvent-00-004-01 InnerDetector/InDetSimEvent

1. Going to the development area.
2. Checking out the head (last) version of a package
3. Checking out the specific version of a package using the switch -r
4. Going to cmt directory of the package
5. Building
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If you check out more packages, it is better to use the broadcast version
of the cmt commands instead of building each package individually:

> cmt co .... for all required packages

> cd TestRelease/*/cmt
[1] > cmt broadcast cmt config

> source setup.sh
[2] > cmt broadcast gmake

1. call cmt config command for all packages
2. build all checked out packages

Checking out of the packages makes a local copy of the package that can
be modified. Modified packages have to be rebuilt before using by gmake com-
mand called in the package cmt directory or by the cmt broadcast gmake

command (in the TestRelease cmt directory) in case of multiple-package
changes.

3.4 ASK - the Athena Startup Kit

The Athena Startup Kit (ASK) [19] integrates the Athena framework
software and the supporting tools in order to provide an easier, and more
robust user interface to ATLAS offline software. The ASK supports only
those tasks that are supposed to be used by the end-users of the “standard”
ATLAS tools (physicists). For example, no code modification can be done
there.

There are two main goals of the ASK. It should represent a safe play-
ground for beginners in using of ATLAS software and the supporting tools.
On the other hand, it allows to use the ASK’s interface, utilities, and modules
in batch scripts.

There are two modes of running the ASK: the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) and the Command Line Interface (CLI). They both are built up above
the same scripts so their behavior should be the same. The ASK CLI is just
the Python interpreter. Instead of using the CMT (that can seem difficult
and incomprehensible for newcomers) the simpler commands (Python scripts
in fact) with or without parameters are called. If you are working in CERN
and using the standard ATLAS login, there is nothing you need to set up.
The command line interface is started with the ask command and the GUI is
started with the ask --gui command. Detailed information about the ASK
including the reference guide and some tutorials are available on the ASK’s
website [19].
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3.5 Other Athena framework features

This section contains basic ideas of other, more advanced features of the
Athena framework. For more details and examples see the Athena Developer
Guide [12] or other referenced materials.

3.5.1 Data Flow

Transient Data Store

The Transient Data Store – TDS is the main channel of communication
among different Athena modules. The ATLAS implementation of the TDS is
called Store Gate. Each algorithm can create the Data Objects and save them
into the TDS. Any other algorithm is able to retrieve them. Several different
transient stores build up the entire TDS (e.g. the Transient Event Store, the
Transient Detector Store, the Transient Histogram Store, the Transient Ntu-
ple Store, etc.). Each component of the TDS has own service providing the
Data Objects manipulation. These services belong to the standard Athena
services and allow each module to use Data Objects created by an upstream
module. The TDS also manages conversion of Data Objects from/to their
persistent form (e.g reading from/saving to a file) via the persistency ser-
vices. The structure of the entire TDS and its integration into the Athena
framework is shown in the figure 3.1.

A schematic data flow diagram is on figure 3.3 [14]. White arrows repre-
sent how the data flow among the algorithms. For example, the “input” of
algorithm A is a Data Object Data1 and this algorithm creates two “output”
data objects Data2 and Data3. They are the “input” of algorithms follow-
ing the algorithm A. In fact all Data Objects flow through the Transient
Event Store (following the black arrows) and there is no direct connection or
communication between two algorithms.

The big advantage of an arrangement like that is that the sequences of
the physical simulation and analysis can be easily divided into smaller parts.
The data among the subanalyses are always transferred via some persistent
form (in files, database, etc.). For example it is possible to make different
physics analyses on the same data simulated and saved before. It can lower
the computing demands. And this arrangement provides higher modularity
of the whole framework for the end-user.

The disadvantage of the data and algorithm objects separation is the
need to identify Data Objects to be posted to or retrieved from the store.
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Figure 3.3: Athena Data Flow Diagram [14]

The TDS defines a special identifying mechanism for all data objects. It
associates each Data Object with default value of an identifier allowing de-
velopers to register and retrieve data objects without having to identify them
explicitly (to know their pointers). This identifier has two components. The
first one is a 16-bit integer called CLID which uniquely identifies an object
type across all ATLAS software. The type-based identification is not always
sufficient (for example the TDS may contain several equivalent instances of
a track collection produced by alternative tracking algorithms). The sec-
ond component of the Data Object identifier is derived from the Algorithm
instance (not class) which produced the Data Object.

When an object is posted to the store, the TDS takes ownership of it
and manages its lifetime according to the store settings. That’s why the
Data Objects have to be created dynamically (i.e. on the heap using a new

command) and the creator does not have to delete them. The delete operator
is invoked automatically by the TDS at the end of data lifetime.

To ensure reproducibility of data processing, Data Objects should not be
modified after their publishing to the store. Changed Data Object picked up
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from the TDS have to be put there as a different Data Object. The TDS
also supports one-directional links among the objects.

Data Dictionary

The data dictionary is a part of Athena persistency converters. The
implementation of a common persistency framework for the LHC Comput-
ing Grid (LCG) application is called POOL (Pool Of persistent Objects for
LHC). POOL can store multi-Petabyte experiment data in a distributed way
[20]. The Data Dictionary enables saving, identification and retrieving the
data from POOL independently on their real location.

The data dictionary persists in memory when a program is running. This
dictionary contains the description of all objects to be stored. Objects are
written and read to POOL via the Athena Pool Canvas Service. Some param-
eters for reading and writing to POOL have to be specified in the jobOptions
file.

3.5.2 Histograms and Ntuples

Histograms

Histograms are one of the key tools in physics analysis. It is obvious
that the Athena framework contains tools for histogram creation, filling and
saving - the Histogram Service. As other Data Objects, histograms are kept
in the TDS in a special area called Transient Histogram Store (see fig. 3.1).
Because histograms typically collect data from all events, their lifetime is
entire event loop.

The Histogram Data Store contains a root directory, always called /stat.
All histograms are located inside this directory and can be arranged in the
subdirectory structure. Registering of a histogram in the Histogram Data
Store is always done via the Histogram Service. It returns a pointer to the
histogram instance, which is used to fill and manipulate the histogram. The
Histogram Data Service is initialized by the Application Manager at the
beginning of the job.

While Athena is running, the Transient Histogram Store is kept only in
memory. If a request for histogram persistence is not set, they are lost at the
end of the job. The type of the persistent histogram output can be set via
the JobOption Service. The available output formats are either HBOOK or
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ROOT. The choice is made by ApplicationMgr.HistogramPersistency pa-
rameter, which can take the values ”NONE” (no histograms saved, default),
”HBOOK” or ”ROOT”. Depending on the choice, different additional op-
tions have to be set.

Ntuples

Ntuples(2) are used very often in HEP analyses too. They are more com-
mon and their usage is wider than usage of histograms. The mechanism of
manipulation with ntuples in Athena is very similar to histogram one. The
Transient Ntuple Store and the Ntuple Service are implemented there.

The interest of physicists in the ntuples came also from their accessibility
in the commonly known analysis tools such as PAW or ROOT. In the current
Athena status, the same persistency format has to be used for histograms and
ntuples. Histograms and ntuples are saved to different output files (defined
also by the jobOption mechanism).

As histograms, ntuples are kept in the TDS as well. There is a root
directory, called /NTUPLES, in the Transient Ntuple Store and ntuples are
organized in the custom subdirectories which can be connected to various
input files.

Unlike histograms, ntuples cannot be kept in memory only. During the
running phase of the job, data are accumulated and written to disk contin-
uously. The transient image of an ntuple is stored in an Athena data store
to enable access via the Ntuple Service. The ntuples are also derived from
DataObject template in order to be storable, but unlike other Data Objects
the size of ntuples is not constant.

When creating an ntuple, the branches to be filled have to be defined
firstly. Both column-wise and row-wise ntuples are supported by the Ntuple
Service. Currently the supported data types are: bool, long, float and double,
and 1D (“vectors”) and 2D (“matrices”) arrays of these types. No arrays and
no matrices can be kept in the row wise ntuples.

(2)An ntuple is a set of events, where numerous variables’ values are recorded for each
event. An ntuple can be imagined as a table where each row corresponds to one event and
each column corresponds to given variable. This arrangement is used more frequently and
it is called column-wise ntuple. In some cases, inverted organization (row-wise ntuple)
of data is more advantageous. Both types of ntuples differ slightly in the creation and
manipulation process but in fact they can be substituted by the opposite one.
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3.5.3 Tools

Tools are “little” modules which typically help other components to per-
form their work. There is a framework service (the Tool Service created by
the Application Manager by default) responsible for creating and managing
all Tools.

Any Athena component (an algorithm, tool, service, ...) can request a
Tool and declare itself as a Tool parent. The parent component is responsible
for creation and execution of any subalgorithm. The Tools are initialized
automatically by the Tools Service during their creation. The parent module
can inform the Tool Service that it is not going to use a Tool anymore and
the Tool Service will finalize and delete it. Sharing of data between nested
algorithms is done via the Transient Event Store only.

Services and Algorithms are created during the initialization stage of a
job and exist until the job ends. The difference of the Tools is that they are
initialized at the time of the first request. As mentioned before, algorithms
can use various framework services. In general the same instance of a service
is used by many algorithms. Services are set up and initialized once at the
beginning of the job by the framework. The same rule is applied on the
Tools. The Tool Service verifies if a specific tool is available. A new instance
is created only if it doesn’t already exist. If a tool instance exists a new,
identical, one is not created but the algorithm is passed to the existing one.

One of the typical situations where it is useful to pass a part of the whole
process on a tool is when an encapsulated piece of code needs to be executed
only for specific events or the same piece of code needs to be executed many
times per event. Using Tools enables different algorithms to configure the
same piece of code slightly differently or share it with other algorithms.

3.5.4 Detector Description

Before event processing starts, the detector geometry, readout features,
detector materials and environment parameters have to be set. All informa-
tion about detector together is called “detector description”. This description
has to be unique for all Athena modules. It is stored in the Transient De-
tector Store (one part of the Store Gate). The most important modules that
use the detector description are the simulation and the reconstruction. [21]

The detector is described by a standard set of geometrical primitives (from
the GeoModelKernel package) and an arbitrary subsystem-specific geometri-
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cal service in a hierarchical structure following the real ATLAS subdetector
composition.

Geometry description tools commonly called the Detector Managers are
called during the initialization phase of the GeoModel Service to build both
raw and readout geometries of all required ATLAS subsystems. The raw
geometry is built in C++ code in a similar way as in Geant4. During nor-
mal event execution, some changes in detector positions would be enabled
to provide alignment adjustments. Via the GeoModel Service the Detector
Managers are available to different Athena modules.

In older Athena releases, the detector geometry could be described in
XML files or directly in the Geant3 or Geant4 format. Only the XML files
are still supported as a suitable exchange format for the detector description
but it has been not yet proposed as a primary source of geometry.

A more detailed description of this topic can be found in the chapter 4.

3.6 SCT CTB simulation

As an example of an algorithm sequence from particle generation to
physics analysis (so called “Athena job”), the simulation of the SCT sub-
system will be described in detail in this section. Some of the Athena frame-
work features described above will be demonstrated on this example. The
algorithms building up this simulation sequence are being prepared for the
Combined Test Beam (CTB).

The Combined Test Beam [22] takes place in the summer in 2004 and its
goal is to check the cooperation among the individual subsystems. The CTB
experiment setup should simulate a barrel part of the entire ATLAS detector.
The subsystems are placed in proper distances and their layout is more or
less the same as in barrel part. For example in the SCT subsystem, there are
four layers and two modules in each of them, because they are sufficient for
covering the beam profile. But instead of barrel modules, the end-cap outer
modules will be used there.

The entire algorithm sequence is provided by the jobOptions file named
SCT_CTB_simulation_jobOption.txt which can be found in the share di-
rectory of the SCT_TestBeamDetDescr package. The contents of this file and
some files included into it can be found in the appendix A. Compare these
files to the simulation description below. Described sequence belongs to the
Athena 8.0.0 release. In later releases, the analysis algorithms have changed
and after the 8.2.0 version the Python scripts have to be used instead of the
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jobOptions files. The appropriate files can be found in the CVS repository.
Examples of the Python scripts can be found in the appendix B.

Below some specific parts are described in more detail. The goal of this
section is to demonstrate the parts of the sequence that are important for
physicists and not to follow the real run of the Athena jobs in its whole
complexity. That’s why some parts are depicted in detail and others are
almost omitted. The scheme of the algorithm and data object dependencies
is shown on the figure 3.4.

At the beginning of each Athena job, some common parameters have to
be set. It is usually done by including an appropriate jobOptions file. All
packages supposed to be used by end-users of the Athena framework have
the jobOptions files prepared in their share directory. These files can be
included from their location in the repository (in this case the package name
must stand before the file name). The conventional way how to change
predefined jobOptions file is to include default parameters from its original
placement inside and to redefine the default values in the superior jobOptions
file.

Geometry

As the first step, the geometry of the detector has to be prepared. To
perform this task, the GeoModel Service is called (see GeoModelCommon.txt

jobOptions file included in the main one).

As written before, the GeoModel Service builds the detector geome-
try according to chosen Detector Tools - the SCT TBDetectorTool and the
PixelDetectorTool in this case. Then some parameters specific for the
SCT TBDetectorTool are set. More details about geometry building are de-
scribed in chapter 4.

Geometrical and other parameters of the detectors are stored in a MySQL
database called NOVA. As for other external components mounted to the
Athena framework the access to the NOVA database is provided by a service.
The jobOptions files with necessary settings are also included.

Event loop

The sequence starts at Monte Carlo particle generation and continues
to reconstruction. It follows the common data flow scheme [23]. Firstly a
particle is created by a particle generator, and if it passes the event selector
all physical effects occuring while going through detectors are simulated by
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Geant4. The signals on individual strips are created from deposited energy
by an algorithm called digitization. Adjacent strips with signal are grouped
into the “clusters”. Next processing of simulated detector response is same as
manipulation with measured data. Signal from both sensors of a module form
a space point - a point on particle track. Tracks are interpolated from these
space points. The approximated track parameters are stored in histograms
and ntuples.

As explained above the top algorithms specified in the jobOptions file
are run in each step of the physical event loop. They are called in the same
order as they occur in the file. In scheme 3.4 the algorithm boxes are labelled
according to their functionality regardless of the algorithm name.

Brief characterization of each top algorithm (class name and package are
mentioned in the brackets):

Particle generator (ParticleGenerator, Generator/ParticleGenerator)

- A very simple Monte Carlo generator of a single particle, various
parameters of the particle can be set [24]. It is an inner component of
the Athena framework, if any external generator is used (e.g. Pythia)
the special interface service provides connection

Event Selector (DumpMC, Generators/GenAnalysisTools/TruthExamples)

- Event Selector is used for selection of required events only. The event
processing can be interrupted by selector. In described simulation, very
simple particle generator module is used and no selection is required.
DumpMC algorithm only prints out the generated event on the screen.

Particle Propagation (G4SimAlg, Simulation/G4Sim/G4SimAlg)

- The conversion of the geometry description from the GeoModel for-
mat to the format suitable for Geant4 is done by the Geo2G4 Service
(Geo2G4, Simulation/G4Utilities/Geo2G4) firstly and then the Geant4 is
called by the interface service (G4Svc, Simulation/G4Sim/G4Svc) to simu-
late particle passing through the detector volume and its energy losses.
Geant4 also simulates the secondary particle creation and their prop-
agation. Energy losses inside the sensitive volumes called “hits” are
stored in the Store Gate. Parameters of the Geant4 simulation are set
in the jobOptions file or via extra text files called “macro files” (e.g.
ctb Atlas.mac, necessary macro files for this simulation are prepared in
the SCT TestBeamDetDescr package).
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Digitization (SCT Digitization,
InnerDetector/InDetDigitization/SCT Digitization)

- The main goal of the digitization is to convert the energy losses in the
sensor volumes to the realistic detector response with respect to the
noise generated in the sensitive silicon volumes and in the electronics.
The influence of the electronics on the signal shape is also included.
Because of the digital readout of the SCT module the signal is finally
compared with given threshold. Digitization results are stored in the
Raw Data Objects (RDOs, InnerDetector/InDetRawEvent/InDetRawData)
in the same format as the real ATLAS or testbeam data. It means that
the following algorithms are independent on kind of the data (simulated
or measured) they received. Besides the RDOs the Simulated Data
Objects (SDOs, InnerDetector/InDetRawEvent/InDetSimData) are put into
the Store Gate. They contain information about the simulation and
digitization process and are not used by the following algorithms. [25]

Clusterization (SCT Clusterization,
InnerDetector/InDetRecAlgs/SiClusterization)

- To reduce the transmitted data amount, the signals in the neighbour-
ing strips are grouped into the “clusters”, the mean position and width
of the cluster is transmitted only. The simulated detector response is
converted into this format as well.

Space point maker (SiTrackerSpacePointFinder,
InnerDetector/InDetRecAlgs/SiSpacePointFormation)

- Space point (= reconstructed point on the track of a particle) is
determined from the responses of both sensors of the SCT module
thanks to the stereo angle between the sensors (see section 1.3)

Analyses (CBNT Athena, Reconstruction/CBNT Athena)

- The template algorithm called CBNT Athena is prepared for purposes of
the CTB analyses, it calls “sub-algorithms” specified by the Members pa-
rameter in the jobOptions file. In our case a preliminary tracking algo-
rithm (SCT TrackFitter, InnerDetector/InDetTestBeam/InDetTestBeamAlgs/
SCT TestBeamAlgs) is called only. It is very simple and searches only for
straight tracks.

Data objects and DataStore

All algorithms share their data through the Store Gate. To keep the
picture 3.4 well-arranged there are no services for the Store Gate access
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displayed. (Or on the other hand the black arrows can represent these ser-
vices.) The Transient Storage Services are used in each data manipulation
in the Store Gate.

As can be seen in the jobOptions file (in the appendix A) the persistency
services are called for saving the histograms and ntuples into disk files during
the finalizing phase.

The whole job processing can be observed during the running time on
the standard output by setting the OutputLevel to a low level. There is a
convention that an algorithm sends a message at the start and at the end of
each method and informs user about the progress and results in the verbosity
modes. On the other hand the high output level suppresses almost all non-
error messages.

Very useful exercise for deeper understanding of this sequence and the
Athena framework functionality can be checking out some of the packages
mentioned above and putting own printout into them. Examples how to
obtain and printout values of several event parameters as well as detailed
installation guide can be found on the SCT Simulation website [26].

This simulation sequence is also used for data generation for alignment
and tracking validation by Spanish SCT group [27].



Chapter 4

SCT end-caps modules in the
Athena framework

4.1 The Inner Detector description in Athena

As written in previous chapter, detector description is an important part
of each analysis sequence in the Athena framework. It defines the raw ge-
ometry for particle propagation and simulation of physics processes as well
as readout parameters for digitization and reconstruction modules. Geome-
try and readout parameters are defined only once for all Athena algorithms
requiring it and are stored in the Transient Detector Stored.

The detector description of the entire Inner Detector (ID) is in the pack-
age called InDetDetDescr, a container package consisting of several smaller
packages. The schematic diagram of the InDetDetDescr package contents,
relationships among its components as well as connection to other parts of
Athena framework are on the figure 4.1. Inside the InDetDetDescr, there are
four GeoModelTools (special kind of common Tool Objects which is managed
by the GeoModel Service) for building the individual ID’s subsystems and
for the service material not included into any of subsystem volume. These
tools provide information about the experiment setup to the Geo2G4 service
which converts it for Geant4 (for particle propagation). The values of all ini-
tial parameters for these GeoModel Tools are stored in the NOVA database.

Sensitive volumes require additional description (compared with non-
sensitive ones), these specifical geometrical description is known as “read-
out geometry”. The classes describing the detector sensitive element are in
the InDetReadOutGeometry package and are filled directly from GeoModel

47
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Tools. Reconstruction and digitization algorithms obtain geometry informa-
tion just from them. Identification of individual detector elements is done
using common ATLAS Identifiers. The InDetIdentifier package contains
classes for working with them [28].

The most important subpackage for further text is the SCT GeoModel. It
contains the classes representing each basic component of the SCT system -
e.g. spines, hybrids and sensors of the modules, but also the compounded
parts like the whole modules or entire rings or barrel layers fully equipped
with modules (including power and data cables, cooling, etc.). The package
source code is divided into many classes so the hierarchical structure of the
geometry building is well visible during source browsing. Besides classes rep-
resenting the SCT hardware, the package contains several supporting classes
e.g. simplified access to the NOVA database for other classes.

The main class of the SCT GeoModel package is called SCT DetectorTool.
It is a child of the GeoModelTool class so it can be called directly by the Ge-
oModel Service. This class provides connection to other parts of the Athena
framework and calls the SCT DetectorFactory class which uses other smaller
classes for building the SCT layout according to the natural hierarchical
structure.
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Figure 4.2: The old (top) and new (bottom) layout of the SCT end-cap
modules (in order: Outer, Middle, Middle Short and Inner Module) and a
photography of a produced Short Middle Module

For testbeam purposes, the container package InDetTestBeamDetDescr

is prepared and the SCT TestBeamDetDescr subpackage is used instead of the
SCT GeoModel. Majority of classes describing the SCT components is taken
from the SCT GeoModel package. Description of the testbeam setup is not
very detailed, only support components inside the expected beam volume are
created there. It is sufficient because the beam volume is very well defined.

Preparation and verification of the SCT TestBeamDetDescr package for
the Combined Testbeam was one of the main goals of this thesis. As written
in previous chapter, the end-cap outer modules are used in this testbeam
setup. Geometrical description of the end-caps module in the SCT GeoModel

was simplified, so in the beginning the new, more realistic geometry layout
of the end-cap modules had to be prepared. For testbeam purposes the new
classes were developed in the SCT TestBeamDetDescr package. When their
preparation was finished, they have been moved into the detector description
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Beam

direction

Figure 4.3: The final layout of the entire SCT subsystem in the CTB (left)
and implementation of the SCT in the Athena framework (right)

of the whole ATLAS experiment and will be used instead of older ones.
Both old and new module models are displayed on the figure 4.2. The main
improvements are:

1. more realistic hybrid shape
2. splitting sensors into two parts on each module side (as on the real ones)
3. adding insensitive glass plate into the Short Middle Module
4. adding supplementary parts of the mechanical baseboard (subspines)
5. improving precision of whole description
6. setting proper materials according to module production

After the module preparation, the whole testbeam layout was also pre-
pared. The technical drawing with explanation of coordinate systems is
shown on figure 4.3. At the beginning of implementation, the experimen-
tal setup was not known definitely so the description had to follow the real
SCT testbox manufacturing. The final implementation of the the SCT sub-
system for the CTB in the Athena framework is shown as well on the figure
4.3. The supporting panels on which the modules will be mounted were
created in the geometrical model. No other supplementary equipment (e.g.
cooling pipes or data cables) were put into the geometrical model because
they are not inside the volume affected by the beam (see figure 4.3 in the
center). All parameters of the module description and entire testbeam layout
were put into NOVA database.

The SCT TestBeamDetDescr package is used for analyses of several test-
beams with various settings. This variability has to be preserved, that’s why
there are three different “Detector Factories” (for testbeams in May 2003,
September 2003 and CTB 2004). The appropriate one should be set via
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jobOptions Service. Further parameters of the layout are set in the same
way.

For simplifying the physics analysis supposed to be performed, an extra
feature was added into this package. Module positions and/or their correc-
tion based on alignment analysis can be loaded also from the external files
(activated and specified via jobOptions Service) to substitute the less flexible
database changes.

On the Combined testbeam, all ATLAS subsystems will cooperate to-
gether and build whole CTB setup. It means that the geometrical descrip-
tion of individual subsystem has to respect the other ones. Each subsystem
has allocated its own volume and no part of the subsystem can be outside of
it. These volumes are called “envelopes”.

In following paragraphs, a creation of a detector component is described.
Using this procedure, all previously mentioned parts of the SCT subsystem
were prepared.

How to create new detector component

The first step in the creation of a new component of an experimental
setup is to define its shape. There is a plenty of elementary shapes in the
GeoModelKernel package and methods how to combine them. In case it is
necessary, the most common polyhedron shape can be used. The next step
of this procedure is building a logical volume. A logical volume is created by
specifying a name of the volume, its shape, and material. Logical volumes
can be used multiple times in different placement in order to reduce the
memory demands. Materials are represented by the class GeoMaterial in
the GeoModelKernel package, and are combined from different elements,
specifying their mass fraction.

The whole raw geometry is represented by a tree of property nodes (such
as volume positions and name tags) and volume nodes called physical vol-
umes. The tree can be thought of as tree of volumes, each one “having” a
set of properties added to the tree just before the volume. Transformations
specify the positions of the following volume with respect to the parent. If
more transformations are added to one volume, they are multiplied. And
if no transformation is added, the daughter volume is created in the center
of the parent. The physical volumes are built up directly from the logical
volumes.

Besides the raw geometry creation, the detectors readout parameters have
to be set as well. This information is not required in the simulation of ba-
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sic physics processes, but the digitization needs it. The detector element
(subclass of GeoVDetectorElement) is associated with some piece of the raw
geometry volume labelled as to be “sensitive”. It means that energy de-
posit in them is saved for further processing. Detector characteristics vary
in ATLAS subsystems so there cannot be prepared common classes for their
creation. The detector-specific geometrical information, such as the bound-
aries of implant layers, strip pitches, is held by the detector elements and
should include additional services such as transformation from global to lo-
cal coordinates, calculations of the nearest neighboring detector cell, etc.

In summary, there are three steps in the raw and readout geometry build-
ing:

1. detector factories create a physical volume tree
2. they associate readout elements to certain physical volumes
3. additional readout information appears in the interface to the detector

manager and the detector element

More details about geometry building and associated classes can be found
in the GeoModel documentation [29].
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4.2 Raw and readout geometry verification

The new SCT end-cap module layout is the same as the layout of these
modules in the stand-alone ROOT-based macro which was used for analyz-
ing of the September 2003 testbeam data [30]. The comparison between this
macro results and Athena result was used as a verification of the geometry.
Positions of several strips on each end-cap module were calculated in two
independent ways to avoid calculation mistakes. Strip positions were deter-
mined directly from the geometrical parameters of the modules and their
positions were recovered in the mentioned macro. Both sets of the numbers
were the same (with precision of ±0.5 µm).

A 15-point set was checked for both sides of each module, this means
that we have checked positions of 5 strips using 3 points on each of them
(10%, 50% and 90% of their length). The strip end coordinates on each in-
dividual sensor were determined and checked as well. Positions and numbers
of checked points on the outer module are explained by the schematic figure
4.4. Strip numbers on the figures are written according to the Athena setting
and marked whether it is the same as numbering of front electronics or not
(inverted, see conclusion in the end of this section). Chip labels for both
sides of hybrids are described on the same pictures.

Each module was put alone into the center of SCT box (instead of the
standard CTB setup) and the particle beam along x axis was perpendicular
to it. This arrangement provides very comfortable global and local module
coordination recalculation and enables to check the whole sequence (from
detector creation and positioning to digitization) at the same time. Two
different checking methods were used:

Narrow beam method

In the quicker and less precise method, 200 pions (180GeV) were shot
exactly into expected strip position and the identification numbers of re-
sponding strips were saved. Precision of this method cannot be principally
very good, because the charge created by the particle in the silicon is collected
most frequently by one, the nearest strip. Probability of charge distribution
to two or more strips is very low. So the malposition of about 40 µm lead to
nearly the same response as right spot position.

This method should exclude big differences between both geometries. The
conclusion was that expected strips were found in all checked points (results
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Module Top Side Module Back Side
y z average y z average

point [mm] [mm] strip point [mm] [mm] strip
0 -33.000 -49.164 0.1 5 -34.939 -47.805 0.0
10 -30.963 -0.619 0.1 15 -30.963 0.619 0.1
20 -28.926 47.925 0.0 25 -26.986 49.044 0.0
1 -15.977 -48.823 192.0 6 -17.916 -48.146 192.0
11 -15.446 -0.309 192.0 16 -15.446 0.309 192.0
21 -14.916 48.206 192.0 26 -12.977 48.763 192.0
2 1.014 -48.484 384.0 7 -0.926 -48.485 384.0
12 0.040 0.001 383.9 17 0.040 -0.001 383.9
22 -0.933 48.485 384.0 27 1.006 48.484 384.0
3 18.005 -48.144 576.0 8 16.065 -48.825 576.0
13 15.527 0.311 576.0 18 15.527 -0.311 576.0
23 13.049 48.765 576.0 28 14.989 48.204 576.0
4 34.939 -47.805 767.0 9 33.000 -49.164 767.0
14 30.963 0.619 767.0 19 30.963 -0.619 766.9
24 26.986 49.044 767.0 29 28.926 47.925 767.0

Table 4.1: Results of the narrow beam method for the outer module, point
position are explained on figure 4.4. Small differences in expected and found
strip numbers are caused by multihits and noisy hits.

of the outer module are shown in the table 4.1. The detailed report is pub-
lished in [31]. This process also helps us to understand the position and strip
numbering conventions in Athena - see conclusions below.

Gauss profile beam method

The precision of the previous method is not sufficient and the geome-
try setting has to be much more precise. That’s why further analysis was
performed. Gauss profile beam of 5000 pions (180GeV) was shot into the
checked point. The mean position of beam was set to the checking point
and beam width was 80 µm. Real strip position was determined by a gaus-
sian fit of acquired strip response. All 15 points on strips mentioned before
were checked for both sides of each module and all ends of these strips were
checked as well.

An example of strip response and beam profile plot for one checked point
(50%-point on strip number 192 on the top side of outer module) is shown on
the figure 4.5. Strip values (obtained as a mean of the gaussian fit) and their
errors were converted intoµm using average pitch value 80µm. Fragment of
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Gauss fit parameters Gauss fit parameters [µm]
strip end mean error strip - mean error
192 far end 191.957 0.019 3.4 1.5
192 far center 192.028 0.020 -2.3 1.6
192 near center 191.949 0.021 4.0 1.7
192 nearend 192.045 0.023 -3.6 1.8
384 far end 383.968 0.019 2.5 1.5
384 far center 384.008 0.020 -0.6 1.6
384 near center 383.974 0.021 2.1 1.7
384 nearend 384.019 0.023 -1.5 1.8
576 far end 575.992 0.019 0.6 1.5
576 far center 575.987 0.020 1.1 1.6
576 near center 575.979 0.021 1.7 1.7
576 nearend 575.987 0.023 1.0 1.8

Gauss fit parameters Gauss fit parameters [µm]
strip end mean error strip - mean error
192 10% 191.985 0.013 1.2 1.1
192 50% 191.997 0.015 0.2 1.2
192 90% 191.995 0.016 0.4 1.3
384 10% 383.991 0.013 0.7 1.1
384 50% 383.985 0.015 1.2 1.2
384 90% 384.000 0.016 0.0 1.3
576 10% 575.988 0.013 1.0 1.1
576 50% 575.987 0.015 1.0 1.2
576 90% 575.984 0.016 1.3 1.3

Table 4.2: Results of the gauss profile beam method for the top side of the
outer module.

outer module results is displayed in the table 4.2 and detailed results of all
modules can be found in [31]. Histograms of differences between expected and
detected position for checked points are shown on figure 4.6. The agreement
between Athena and ROOT macro positions for the boundary strip points
and the strip ends is worse than for points inside the sensor. The reason is
that the statistics is lower because about one half of total number of particles
was not detected by sensor and the position of strip ends is known less precise
(guard ring influence, edge effects, etc. are not included in the mentioned
ROOT macro). Boundary strip points are not involved in the histograms
4.6.
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Figure 4.5: An example of scatter plot (plot of all particle positions, dif-
ferent colours are used for different signal strips) and hitmap (signal strip
histogram) for one checked point (50%-point on strip number 192 on the top
side of outer module)
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of differences between expected and detected position
(left for points inside the sensor, right for strip end points)
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Figure 4.7: Position of the deposited energy on the sensors in the y/z coor-
dinates system(left) and the signal strip number vs. the z-coordinate (right).
Discontinuity corresponds well with the gap between both sensors on one
module side. This example is for strip 192 on the top side of the outer
module.
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Outer module strip ends

Positions of strip ends were systematically checked in the same way as
the strip points by the Gauss profile beam method. Besides this, an extra
exploration of strip ends was done. Areas around the ends of three strips of
outer module were checked in detail. The particle gun was moved along the
strip line and dependency of sensor response on source position was analyzed.
Particles were shot along the strip line with a step of 5 µm, so the precision
including error from line equation calculation is about 10 µm along the strip
(nearly the z direction) and 5 µm in direction perpendicular to the strips
(nearly the y direction). In the same way, the dimension of the gap between
sensors on one side of the module was checked as well.

On the figure 4.7, a dead margin around the sensor and the gap between
sensors can be seen. It means that if the particle gun moves along the strip,
firstly the end of the strip appears (there is no strip up to the end of sensor)
but the sensor is a little bit bigger (Geant4 reports an energy deposit in the
sensor volume).

Results for other checked strips can be seen in [31].

Conclusions

Position

(1) all checked strips are in proper position (with precision of about 1 µm),
so the contribution to the module misalignment is negligible with respect to
the permitted values (see table 2.2).

Strip End Position

(2) positions of all checked strip ends are placed correctly (with precision
about 10µm)

(3) sensor has the dead margin where the deposited energy can be seen but
no strip is there so no signal appears, dimension of this margin corresponds
with the sensor layout

(4) gap between sensors on each side has correct size

Strip numbers

Strips on both module sides are labelled by numbers from 0 to 767. There
is a difference between front electronics and offline software strip numbering
rules. These conventions are important in comparing results from simulated
and measured data. Both sets of rules are described below. An Athena
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module called byte convertor provides the conversion from front electronics
strip numbering to offline conventions.

Module front end electronics strip numbering follows these rules:

(5) sum of strip numbers which are crossed by perpendicular particles
should be always near 767

(6) master chip is always positioned on left side of the hybrid (if you look
from hybrid to sensors), on figure 4.4 master chips are labelled as M0 and
M8 and there is a small arrow pointing to the side with strip 0

Offline software strip numbering follows these rules:

(7) strip numbers increase with φ coordinate of the ATLAS coordinate
system (on all types of modules and both sensors)

(8) there is no difference between top and bottom side of modules in
offline software, in ATLAS layout the module side closer to the interaction
point is labelled as 0 and the opposite one as 1

4.3 Geometry and materials validation

Moderately relativistic heavy charged particles lose energy in material
primarily by ionization. The mean rate of energy loss is given by the Bethe-
Bloch equation [9] and depends on the particle parameters as well as the
material properties. The energy loss function is often characterized by broad
minimum value. In practical cases, most relativistic particles have energy
loss rates close to this minimum, and are called minimum ionizing particles
(or mip’s).

The energy loss ∆E of particle in the material layer of thickness ∆x can
be estimated by the formula:

∆E = %
dE

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
min

∆x , (4.1)

where % is material density and dE
dx

∣∣∣
min

average energy loss rate for minimum

ionizing particle. This formula is not very precise for very thin layers because
of large fluctuation caused by small numbers of collisions involving large
energy transfer.

A mixture or compound can be thought of as made up of thin layers of
pure elements and the total energy loss rates in them are given by formula

dE

dx
=

∑

j

wj
dE

dx

∣∣∣∣∣
j

, (4.2)
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Component Material ∆x % dE
dx

∣∣∣
min

∆E

[µm] [g cm−3] [MeV g−1 cm2] [MeV]
Sensor Silicon (Si) 285 2.33 1.664 0.11
Hybrida Carbon (C) 760 3.97 1.745 0.53
Spine TPG (C) 500 2.2 1.745 0.19
Subspine AluNit (AlN) 500 3.3 1.687 0.28

Aluminium (Al), A = 26.98 1.615
Nitrogen (N), A = 14.01 1.825

Air 4.00 · 104 1.205·10−3 1.815 0.01

aThe major hybrid material is carbon. The width of the hybrid is deduced from declared
energy loss in the hybrid [32].

Table 4.3: Average energy losses for the minimum ionizing muon in the
individual end-cap outer module component (A is an element mass number,
material properties are taken from [9])
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Figure 4.8: Average energy losses of 300MeV muon in the Outer Module and
4 cm of air as function of y and z coordinates (right) and average energy losses
as function only of one space coordinate (left) with theoretical prediction (red
line)
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where wj is the mass fraction of the j-th element of the compound or mix-

ture and dE
dx

∣∣∣
j

is the mean energy loss rate in this element expressed in

MeVg−1cm2.

Using formulas 4.1 and 4.2, the average energy losses of minimum ionizing
muon were computed for individual component of the SCT end-cap outer
module (see table 4.3).

To validate the geometry and mostly the material setting the distribution
plot of energy losses was produced. The plots 4.8 were produced by firing
parallel muons beam through the geometry setup composed of only one outer
module inside a box filled by air. The dependence of average muon energy
loss on the space coordinates is shown on these plots. Values correspond to
the theoretical predictions displayed in the table 4.3 and the geometry layout
of the outer module (see figure 1.5). On the right side of the figure 4.8 the
dependence of average energy loss on only one space coordinate is shown.
The theoretical predictions of the energy loss are included there (red line)
and the measured values correspond with them very well.



Conclusion

In the autumn 2003 the whole ATLAS offline software, including the SCT
subsystem, was unstable and majority of the source code was placed only
on experts’ private computers and different modules didn’t cooperate well.
Despite these facts we were able to join this development and we contributed
to it. By the time of finishing this thesis the whole simulation sequence
(from particle generation, its propagation to producing detector response
and analyzing it including accurate detector description) is functional.

Our group became responsible for the implementation of the detector
description of the CTB SCT subsystem. It was fully completed in February
2004 and since this time only minor changes have been performed. These
changes followed the production of real testbox or added some extra features.
All primary parameters were put into the NOVA database and the geometry
setting was checked by various methods.

All our results and guides are collected and described on our website [26]
in detail. Documentation of our progress was set as an example for other
groups [33].

I participated actively in all tasks solved by our group. My main contri-
bution consisted in the implementation of the GeoModel model of the SCT
end-cap modules, setting the sensitivity of the silicon sensor and module
properties validation including material checking. Further I prepared data
for the alignment and tracking algorithm validation. I took care about some
parts of our website [26] and prepared “HowTos” published there.

I can conclude that we have fulfilled our goals. We familiarized with the
ATLAS offline software and mainly the Athena framework. We are now able
to create and run our own Athena jobs and we can modify the source code
in case of necessity.

I presented the progress of our group in March 2004 at the meeting of the
SCT collaboration (SCT Week) at CERN [34] and some of our “HowTos”
were presented at the workshop “ATLAS software tutorial” in April 2004 in
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Prague [35]. Partial results were also presented at the 4th Workshop of the
RTN on The Third Generation as a Probe for New Physics: Experimental
and Technological Approach in Pisa in May 2004 as a poster. I attended
on two one-week workshops (in IFIC in Valencia in December 2003 and in
NIKHEF in Amsterdam in February 2004).

Completing mentioned goals was conditioned by working actively “on the
top” of the software development with unstable, quickly changing and poorly
documented software. This was accompanied with many difficulties and con-
sumed much time, but on the other hand led to deeper understanding of the
structure and main ideas of the ATLAS data analyzing software and prepared
a good position for future Prague team’s contribution to the processing of
the real ATLAS data.
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Appendix A

SCT CTB simulation
jobOptions files

The main jobOptions file for SCT CTB simulation is the one named
SCT CTB simulation.txt. This file is included in the SCT TestBeamDetDescr

package and tuned for the 8.0.0 release. In releases later than 8.2.0 the
Python scripts have to be used instead of the jobOptions files however the
both file types manipulation is nearly the same. Translation of important
parts of the SCT CTB simulation to Python can be found in the appendix
B.

There are several files included into the main file SCT CTB simulation.txt.
Some of them are placed at the end of this section.

SCT CTB simulation.txt file

//==============================================================

//

// jobOptions file for Geant4 simulations, digitization and

// reconstruction of SCT in CTB 2004

//

//==============================================================

#include "AthenaCommon/Atlas_Gen.UnixStandardJob.txt"

#include "PartPropSvc/PartPropSvc.txt"

//#include "HitAthenaPoolWriteOptions.txt"

// Initialize GeoModel and NOVA

// ------------------------------------------

#include "AtlasGeoModel/GeoModelCommon.txt"

// GeoModel stuff

// ----------------------------------------------

//load relevant libraries
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ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "SCT_TestBeamDetDescr", "PixelGeoModel"};

// PixelGeoModel is needed because the ClusterizationTool wants the PixelDetectorManager.

// Setup GeoModel Tools to be instantiated

GeoModelSvc.Detectors = {"SCT_TBDetectorTool","PixelDetectorTool"};

// 1 ... May2003, 2 ... Sept2003, 3 ... CTB2004

GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.setup=3;

// if target (for setup=2) or add. blocks (setup=3) are placed

GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.block=true;

// for setup = 1 or 2

GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.UseMagFieldSvc = false;

GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.MagneticFieldZ = -1.4 * tesla;

// SCT-CTB2004 dictionary

DetDescrCnvSvc.IdDictName="SCT_TB2004_IDS.xml";

// SCT dictionary for others setups:

// DetDescrCnvSvc.IdDictName="SCT_TB_IDS.xml";

ApplicationMgr.DLLs+={"PileUpTools"};

// Particle generator and simulation

// ----------------------------------------------

// G4Svc services

#include "G4Svc/jobOptions.G4Svc.txt"

ApplicationMgr.ExtSvc += { "Geo2G4Svc" };

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "Geo2G4" , "ParticleGenerator" , "TruthExamples"};

ApplicationMgr.TopAlg += { "ParticleGenerator" , "DumpMC" , "G4SimAlg" };

// see more parameters below

// Digitization and clusterization stuff

// ----------------------------------------------

#include "SCT_Digitization/SCT_Digitization_jobOptions.txt"

#include "SiClusterizationTool/SCT_ClustersOptions.txt"

// Space points

// -----------------------------------------------

#include "SiSpacePointFormation/SiTrackerTBSpacePointFinderOptions.txt"

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.ProcessPixels = false;

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.ProcessSCTs = true;

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.ProcessOverlaps = false;

// If false, only process opposite wafer

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.AllClusters = true;

// Analyses - tracking

// -----------------------------------------------

ApplicationMgr.TopAlg += { "CBNT_Athena" };

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += {"SCT_TestBeamAlgs"};

CBNT_Athena.Members += {"TestBeam::SCT_TrackFitter/SCT_TrackFitter"};

CBNT_Athena.NtupleLocID ="/FILE1/MUTB/tree";

SCT_TrackFitter.Chi2cut = true;

// Histograms and ntuples

// ----------------------------------------------

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "RootHistCnv" };

ApplicationMgr.HistogramPersistency = "ROOT";

HistogramPersistencySvc.OutputFile = "histos1.root";

NTupleSvc.Output = { "FILE1 DATAFILE=’ntuple.root’ OPT=’NEW’ TYP=’ROOT’"};
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// OUTPUT PRINTOUT LEVEL

// ----------------------------------------------

// Set output level threshold (2=DEBUG, 3=INFO, 4=WARNING, 5=ERROR, 6=FATAL )

// you can override this for individual modules if necessary

MessageSvc.OutputLevel = 1;

//--------------------------------------------------------------

// Event related parameters

//--------------------------------------------------------------

// Number of events to be processed (default is 10)

ApplicationMgr.EvtMax = 5;

//-------------------------------------------------------------

// Configure algorithms and services

//-------------------------------------------------------------

// G4Svc

// --------------------------------

G4Svc.PhysicsList = "none";

G4Svc.SaveHits = true;

G4Svc.SaveTracks = true;

G4Svc.Visualize = true;

G4Svc.VisType = "VRML1FILE";

G4Svc.RunVerbosity = 2;

G4Svc.EventVerbosity = 0;

G4Svc.TrackingVerbosity = 2;

G4Svc.Listener = false;

G4Svc.InteractiveG4 = false;

// If you want all CTB envelopes

// G4Svc.FADSMacro = "ctb_Atlas.mac";

// If you want to simulate only the SCT system

G4Svc.FADSMacro = "ctb_only_SCT.mac";

G4SimAlg.Dll = "G4PhysicsLists:GeoDetectorPlugIns";

G4SimAlg.Physics = "Atlas_Physics";

// ParticleGenerator

// ----------------------------------

// PDGCode: electron - 11; muon - 13; pion - 211; gamma - 22;

// Energy and momentum now in MeV! Distance and time in mm!

ParticleGenerator.orders = {

"pdgcode: constant 211",

"energy: constant 180000",

"vertX: constant 0",

"vertY: flat -20.0 20.0",

"vertZ: flat -20.0 20.0",

"momX: fixed 1",

"momY: fixed 0",

"momZ: fiXed 0"

};

//--------------------------------------------------------------
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Included files:

AthenaCommon/Atlas Gen.UnixStandartJob.txt

//**************************************************************

//

// MC Generator jobOptions file

//

//==============================================================

#include "AthenaCommon/Atlas.UnixStandardJob.txt"

//--------------------------------------------------------------

// General Application Configuration options

//--------------------------------------------------------------

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "McEventSelector" };

ApplicationMgr.ExtSvc += { "McCnvSvc", "McEventSelector/EventSelector" };

ApplicationMgr.EvtSel = "EventSelector";

//--------------------------------------------------------------

// Persistency services

//--------------------------------------------------------------

EventPersistencySvc.CnvServices += { "McCnvSvc" };

//==============================================================

//

// End of MC Generator jobOptions file

//

//**************************************************************

AtlasGeoModel/GeoModelCommon.txt

//##############################################################

//

// JobOptions file

//

//==============================================================

// Load NOVA objects into the Detector store

#include "NovaCnvSvc/NovaCnvSvc_jobOptions.txt"

#include "NovaConverters/NovaConverters_jobOptions.txt"

// Uncomment and change these to redirect the database:

//NovaCnvSvc.Host = "atlasdev1.cern.ch";

//NovaCnvSvc.Database = "NOVA_760";

//NovaCnvSvc.Database = "parameters";

//load relevant libraries

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "GeoModelSvc" };

// Setup Geometry Model Service

ApplicationMgr.ExtSvc += { "GeoModelSvc"};

//==============================================================

//

// End of jobOoptions file

//

//##############################################################
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G4Svc/jobOptions.G4Svc.txt

//==============================================================

//

// JobOptions file for G4Svc

//

// $Id: jobOptions.G4Svc.txt,v 1.1 2002/01/09 17:59:13 leggett Exp $

// $Name: G4Svc-00-02-27 $

//

//==============================================================

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "G4Svc" };

ApplicationMgr.ExtSvc += { "G4Svc" };

//--------------------------------------------------------------

// PhysicsList can be one of "ExN01", "ExN02", "ExN03", "ExN04"

// "Geantino", "EM", "Full", "none"

// Comment out or use "none" to ignore.

G4Svc.PhysicsList = "Geantino";

// physics cut in mm

G4Svc.DefaultPhysicsCut = 1.0;

// Save things in StoreGate

G4Svc.SaveHits = true;

G4Svc.SaveTracks = false;

// Visualization

G4Svc.Visualize = false;

G4Svc.VisType = "VRML1FILE";

// geant4 verbosity

G4Svc.RunVerbosity = 1;

G4Svc.EventVerbosity = 0;

G4Svc.TrackingVerbosity = 0;

//--------------------------------------------------------------

SCT Digitization/SCT Digitization jobOptions.txt

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += {"SCT_Digitization"};

ApplicationMgr.TopAlg += {"SCT_Digitization"};

SCT_Digitization.InputObjectName = "SCT_Hits";

SCT_Digitization.OutputObjectName = "SCT_Digits";

SCT_Digitization.NumberOfCharges = 10;

SCT_Digitization.SmallStepLength = 90.0;

// SCT_Digitization.SensorThickness = 300.0;

SCT_Digitization.Vdepl = 70.0;

SCT_Digitization.Vbias = 200.0;

SCT_Digitization.TemperatureC = 0.0;

SCT_Digitization.SurfaceDriftTime = 10.0;

SCT_Digitization.PeakTime = 21.0;

SCT_Digitization.CrossFactor2sides = 0.10;

SCT_Digitization.CrossFactorBack = 0.07;

SCT_Digitization.Noise = 1400.0; //FIXME!!

SCT_Digitization.GainRMS = 0.031;
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SCT_Digitization.Ospread = 680.0;

SCT_Digitization.OffsetGainCorrelation = -0.60;

SCT_Digitization.TotalBadChannels = 0.01;

SCT_Digitization.DiagnosticAveragePulse =false;

SCT_Digitization.Threshold = 1.0;

SCT_Digitization.TimeOfThreshold = 30.0;

SCT_Digitization.ProcessOnlyElementsWithHits = true;

SiClusterizationTool/SCT ClustersOptions.txt

//##############################################################

// options to generate the new clusters (SCT)

//top algorithm to be run and component library to be loaded

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "InDetRIO_Maker","SiClusterizationTool" };

ApplicationMgr.TopAlg += {

"InDetReco::SCT_Clusterization/NewSCT_Clusterization" };

NewSCT_Clusterization.DetectorManagerName = "SCT";

NewSCT_Clusterization.DataObjectName = "SCT_RDOs";

NewSCT_Clusterization.ClusteringAlgName = "InDetReco::SCT_ClusteringAlg";

NewSCT_Clusterization.ClustersName = "SCT_Clusters";

// errors to be associated to the clusters

//

// 0: broad errors (cluster width/srt(12.) )

// as in old (releses 6-7) clustering code

// 1: narrow errors (pitch/sqrt(12.), default)

// should be more accurate, and still conservative

NewSCT_Clusterization.ErrorStrategy = 1;

//##############################################################

SiSpacePointFormation/SiTrackerTBSpacePointFinderOptions.txt

//##############################################################

//

// JobOptions file

//

//==============================================================

// Top algorithm to be run and component library to be loaded

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "SiSpacePointTool" };

ApplicationMgr.DLLs += { "SiSpacePointFormation" };

ApplicationMgr.TopAlg +=

{ "InDetReco::SiTrackerSpacePointFinder/NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder" };

//--------------------------------------------------------------

// Algorithm Private Options: SiTrackerSpacePointFinder

//--------------------------------------------------------------

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.SCT_ClustersName = "SCT_Clusters";

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.SpacePointsSCTName = "SCT_SpacePoints";

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.SpacePointsPixelName = "PixelSpacePoints";

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.SpacePointsOverlapName = "OverlapSpacePoints";

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.SCT_SpacePointMakerToolName =
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"InDetReco::SCT_SpacePointMakerTool";

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.ProcessPixels = true;

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.ProcessSCTs = true;

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.ProcessOverlaps = true;

// If false, only process opposite wafer

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.AllClusters = false;

// If true, ignore following selection limits

// Following limits in cm, meantime

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.OverlapLimitOpposite = 2.800;

// Overlap limit for opposite-neighbours (plus or minus

// difference in local transverse coordinates).

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.OverlapLimitPhi = 5.640;

// Overlap limit for phi-neighbours (max distance from

// edge of active area, on each wafer). Allows for ’epsWidth’.

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.OverlapLimitEtaMin = 1.680;

// Low overlap limit for eta-neighbours(minimum

// difference in local transverse coordinates).

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.OverlapLimitEtaMax = 3.000;

// High overlap limit for eta-neighbours(maximum

// difference in local transverse coordinates).

// Vertex position

NewSiTrackerSpacePointFinder.xVertex = -9999999999;

//==============================================================

//

// End of jobOptions file

//

//##############################################################



Appendix B

SCT CTB simulation Python
scripts

There are two main Python scripts in the SCT TestBeamDetDescr pack-
age. First one (SCT CTBSim jobOptions.py) runs the simulation and stores
the “SCT Hits” (Geant4 information about particle passage through mate-
rial) into a POOL file. The file with “SCT Hits” can be processed by another
script placed there - SCT CTBDig jobOptions.py. It produces the SCT de-
tector response (called “SCT Digits”) from the information about particle
passage and saves it into another POOL file. Both POOL files can be also
executed by scripts placed in the InDetTBRecExample package to make com-
plete reconstruction (up to track finding). Details about how to use both
packages mentioned above can be found on the SCT Simulation Website
[26].

SCT CTBSim jobOptions.py file

#==============================================================

#

# JobOptions file for Geant4 simulation and SCT_hits

# production of SCT in CTB 2004

#

#==============================================================

theApp.setup( MONTECARLO )

# Initialize NOVA

# -------------------------------------------------------------

include( "NovaCnvSvc/NovaCnvSvc_jobOptions.py" )

include( "NovaConverters/NovaConverters_jobOptions.py" )

include( "PartPropSvc/PartPropSvc.py" )

# --- Write data into POOL file -- SCT_Hits --

74
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include( "CTB_G4Sim/HitAthenaPoolWriteOptions.py" )

# --- G4Svc services -------------------------------------------

include( "G4Svc/jobOptions.G4Svc.py" )

# instanciate explicitely the DetDescr manager here

include ("DetDescrCnvSvc/DetStore_joboptions.py")

# --- GeoModel stuff -------------------------------------------

theApp.Dlls += [ "GeoModelSvc"]

theApp.Dlls += [ "Geo2G4"]

# Setup Geometry Model Service

theApp.ExtSvc += [ "GeoModelSvc"]

theApp.ExtSvc += [ "Geo2G4Svc" ]

# Setup Geometry Model Tools to be instantiated

GeoModelSvc = Service( "GeoModelSvc" )

# GeoModel stuff

# -------------------------------------------------------------

# load relevant libraries

theApp.Dlls += [ "SCT_TestBeamDetDescr"]

GeoModelSvc = Service( "GeoModelSvc" )

GeoModelSvc.Detectors = [ "SCT_TBDetectorTool"]

GeoModelSvc.SCT_DetectorTool.G3Compatible = FALSE

GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.Eta=1

#GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.MagneticFieldZ = -1.4 * tesla

# 1 ... May2003, 2 ... Sept2003, 3 ... CTB2004

GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.setup=3

# if target (for setup=2) or add. blocks (setup=3) are placed

# for setup=1 or 2 (remember to change the dictionary, too)

# The dictionary must be set correctly according to

# value of GeoModelSvc.SCT_TBDetectorTool.setup

# for setup=1 and setup=2

#DetDescrCnvSvc.IdDictName="SCT_TestBeamDetDescr/SCT_TB_IDS.xml";

# for setup=3

DetDescrCnvSvc.InDetIDFileName="SCT_TestBeamDetDescr/IdTestBeam2004.xml"

# --- Configure algorithms and services ---------------------------

theApp.Dlls += [ "G4Svc" ]

theApp.ExtSvc += [ "G4Svc" ]

theApp.Dlls += [ "TruthExamples" ]

theApp.Dlls += [ "G4SimAlg" ]

theApp.TopAlg = [ "ParticleGenerator" , "DumpMC" , "G4SimAlg" ]

# ParticleGenerator

# --------------------------------

# e-=11, e+=-11, mu-=13, mu+=-13, pi+=211, pi-=-211, pi0=111

# gamma=22

# Energy and momentum now in MeV! Distance and time in mm!

theApp.Dlls +=["ParticleGenerator"]

ParticleGenerator = Algorithm( "ParticleGenerator" )

ParticleGenerator.orders = [

"pdgcode: constant 211",

"energy: constant 180000",

"vertX: constant 0.0",

"vertY: gaussian 30.1520 3.0",

"vertZ: gaussian -0.991 3.0",

"momX: fixed 1",

"momY: fixed 0",

"momZ: fixed 0"

]
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# G4Svc Options

# ----------------------------------------------------------------

G4Svc = Service( "G4Svc" )

G4Svc.PhysicsList = "none"

G4Svc.SaveHits = TRUE

G4Svc.SaveTracks = TRUE

G4Svc.Visualize = FALSE

G4Svc.VisType = "VRML2FILE"

G4Svc.RunVerbosity = 2

G4Svc.EventVerbosity = 0

G4Svc.TrackingVerbosity = 0

G4Svc.Listener = FALSE

# G4Svc.InteractiveG4 = true;

# If you want all CTB envelopes

# G4Svc.FADSMacro = "ctb_Atlas.mac";

# If you want to simulate only the SCT system

G4Svc.FADSMacro = "ctb_only_SCT.mac"

# OUTPUT PRINTOUT LEVEL

# Set output level threshold (2=DEBUG, 3=INFO, 4=WARNING, 5=ERROR, 6=FATAL )

# you can override this for individual modules if necessary

MessageSvc = Service( "MessageSvc" )

MessageSvc.OutputLevel = 5

Stream1 = Algorithm( "Stream1" )

Stream1.OutputLevel = 3

# --- Event related parameters ---------------------------------

# Number of events to be processed (default is 10)

theApp.EvtMax = 100

#--------------------------------------------------------------

SCT CTBDig jobOptions.py file

#==============================================================

#

# JobOptions file for Digitization

#

#==============================================================

include( "AthenaCommon/Atlas.UnixStandardJob.py" )

include( "PartPropSvc/PartPropSvc.py" )

# General POOL Converters

include( "AthenaPoolCnvSvc/ReadAthenaPool_jobOptions.py" )

# AthenaPool converter (read SCT_Hits)

include( "GeneratorObjectsAthenaPool/GeneratorObjectsAthenaPool_joboptions.py" )

# EventInfo Converters

include( "EventAthenaPool/EventAthenaPool_joboptions.py" )

#--- GeoModel stuff -------------------------------------------

include ("DetDescrCnvSvc/DetStore_joboptions.py")

include( "AtlasGeoModel/GeoModelCommon.py" )

include( "AtlasGeoModel/InDetGeoModelCTB.py" )

# --- Sub-Detectors -------------------------------------------

# We need the PileUpMergeSvc for Inner Detector

theApp.Dlls += [ "PileUpTools"]

theApp.ExtSvc += [ "PileUpMergeSvc" ]
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theApp.Dlls += [ "InDetRawUtils"]

# -- Inner Detector Pool Converters

include( "InDetEventAthenaPool/InDetEventAthenaPool_joboptions.py" )

# Digitization

include( "SCT_Digitization/SCT_Digitization_jobOptions.py" )

#SCT_Digitization = Algorithm( "SCT_Digitization" )

#SCT_Digitization.DiagnosticAveragePulse = FALSE;

Stream1 = Algorithm( "Stream1" )

Stream1.EvtConversionSvc ="AthenaPoolCnvSvc"

Stream1.ItemList+=["SCT_RDO_Container#*",

"InDetSimDataCollection#*"]

DetDescrCnvSvc.DecodeIdDict = TRUE

Stream1.ItemList+=["EventInfo#*"]

Stream1.ItemList+=["McEventCollection#*"]

Stream1.ForceRead=TRUE; #force read of output data

# -- Pool input (Change this to use a different file)

#

EventSelector = Service( "EventSelector" )

EventSelector.InputCollection ="ctb_MyOutputFile.root"

# -- Pool output (Change this to use a different file)

theApp.OutStream +=["Stream1"]

theApp.OutStreamType ="AthenaOutputStream"

PoolSvc = Service( "PoolSvc" )

PoolSvc.Output = "ctb_MyOutputFile-Dig.root"; # The output file name

# --- Output printout level -----------------------------------

#output threshold (2=DEBUG, 3=INFO, 4=WARNING, 5=ERROR, 6=FATAL)

#you can override this for individual modules if necessary

MessageSvc = Service( "MessageSvc" )

MessageSvc.OutputLevel = 3

AthenaEventLoopMgr = Service( "AthenaEventLoopMgr" )

AthenaEventLoopMgr.OutputLevel = 2; #get event printout

#--- Event related parameters ----------------------------------

# Number of events to be processed (default is 10)

theApp.EvtMax = 20000

#---------------------------------------------------------------


